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fresh talk

Happy New Year!!!  Hopefully you have enjoyed the Festive Season and 

recovered from Valentine’s Day since we last brought you fresh.  Perhaps  

we can now get you in the mood for Easter, Mother’s Day and even the 

Designz Cup.

The Designz Cup competition for 

2009 will be launched at the Sydney 

Royal Easter Show on April 18th. This 

year’s theme is Once Upon a Time 

which offers students an opportunity 

to capture their favourite fairytale in a 

dazzling design.   We hope that they’re 

enticed into entering a competition 

that offers First Prize State winners a 

cheque of $500.00 plus the chance to 

win a National title that carries a prize 

of $1,000.00.

See page 9 for 2008 Designz Cup  

winners from Victoria and page 10 for  

our National Winner.  We thoroughly  

enjoyed everything from Ballet to Belly  

Dancing  and can’t wait to see what students 

enrolled in courses across Australia do with  

this year’s theme.  Dates have been finalised  

and Alan Randell-Smith has kindly accepted  

our invitation to join the judging circuit again  

this year.

Easter is time of reflection and designs on the  

following pages capture the poignancy of the  

moment using Autumn colours in clever arrangements  

by UK OASIS® Ambassador Helen Jamieson NDSF.    

Her work is highly regarded and we hope that you  

find it inspirational.

Mother’s Day is another special event just around  

the corner and we’ve included several designs  

demonstrating the popular 

Kunming technique  

of individually wrapping flowers.   

We’ve also included another  

Step-by-Step from Eunice Teo  

Khee Choo of Amtrol Flower  

and Designing School in  

Kuala Lumpar. 

Will Morgan has won the 

Queensland leg of the Designz 

Cup twice and also recently 

headed to Vietnam so enjoy 

his wonderful wedding work on 

pages 12 & 13.

Happy reading!  

Lynette Todd, Editor

©Smithers-Oasis Australia Pty Ltd 2009. All rights reserved.

Neither the whole, nor any part of the images or copy in this 

literature, may be reproduced in any form without express 

prior permission from Smithers-Oasis Australia Pty Ltd.
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Kim Phan, National winner 

of Designz Cup 2008

Helen Jamieson 

NDSF

Will Morgan at Work 

in Vietnam



The loveliest time of the year in a flower shop is autumn.

Rich glowing colours, seasonal scents, berries and fruits

all associated with Harvest create a powerful statement. 

Baskets are a perfect accompaniment to the abundant look of

the fall; their rustic style is perfectly suited to the autumnal

arrangements that sell so well at this time of year. OASIS® Floral

Products have a new range of willow baskets, deep enough to

get a good size chunk of OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam in, to ensure

long lasting flowers and foliage. In a range of three sizes these

baskets are a new twist on a classic style.

Country chic doesn’t get better than this basket design, brimming

over with a profusion of autumn delights. Rustic Grapevine Wire

loops through the arrangement echoing the stems of the Calla

Lilies to give an upbeat look to a traditional style.

Harvest Supper

Kissing Callas

Willow Bowls Rustic Grapevine Wire

OASIS® Ideal Floral

Foam Brick

Special flowers need very little adornment.  The 

beauty in this design is in the curved lime green stem 

and the molten orange flowers of these two Treasure 

Zantesdeschia.  Stark dark twigs form a dramatic foil 

for the kissing Callas emphasising their beauty.

This arrangement is made in the new orange Mirror Cube 

currently only available in the UK.  It’s been filled with OASIS® 

Ideal Floral Foam to prolong the life of all flowers including 

the vibrant Avignon Lilies at the base of the design.  These 

successfully echo the colour of the Callas above while a bunch 

of bright red Viburnum Opulus berries shelter in amongst Black 

Bullion Hair to complete the look.
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SUNDRIES

Brown Rustic Grapevine Wire

Large Willow Bowl

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

FLOWERS

Carthamus

Fatsia Leaves

Germini ‘Harley’

Gourds

Green Lotus Seedpods

Hydrangea

Photinia

Pittosporum

Rose ‘Cherry Brandy’

Zantedeschia ‘Treasure’

FLOWERS

Orange Lily ‘Avignon’

Viburnum Opulus ‘Compactum’

Zantedeschia ‘Treasure’

SUNDRIES

Black Bullion Hair

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Orange 10cm Small Mirror Cube

Bullion HairOASIS® Ideal Floral 

Foam Brick



Poignant Moments
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Here’s a clever idea for incorporating lighting into an arrangement without the expense of elaborate candle holders.

Take three White Diamond Lights from the OASIS® Product Range and substitute them for the tea lights shown below then twist 

Aluminium Wire several times around each Light to secure it into position.   The wire needs to be long enough to reach into the OASIS® 

Ideal Floral Foam beneath and its high density will give plenty of support.

This versatile arrangement is perfect for Easter, or even Christmas, so choose Light and Wire colours that capture the correct mood. 

Place Floral Foam in the centre of a round, clear bowl surrounding it with Cinnamon Sticks then insert short leftovers from previous 

designs. Add texture by choosing contrasting flowers then incorporate the Diamond Lights on wire using two Philodendron Zanadu 

leaves to shade them.

Capture the quietness of Easter by setting the Diamond Lights to a steady flow of light preserving the Flash, or Semi-flash option, for a 

celebration of Christmas and select from seven available colours for an appropriate effect.

FLOWERS

Amaryllis ‘Red Lion’

Chrysanthemum Bloom ‘Shamrock’

Cymbidium Orchids ‘Bonny’

Eringium ‘Super Nova’

Hypericum ‘Excellent Flair’

Leucodendron ‘Safari Sunset’

Liriope Muscari (Chinese Grass)

Philodendron Xanadu

Roses ‘Black Baccara’

Skimmia

SUNDRIES

Bullion Hair

Diamond Lights

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Red Aluminium Wire

Bullion Hair

Diamond Lights

Aluminium Wire

OASIS® Ideal Floral 

Foam Brick



Reflection

tips...
Candles when lit can be a fire hazard. Always sell with a disclaimer.
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Candlelit arrangements promote a stillness that is perfect for Easter.

The new OASIS® lime green Mirror Cube with matching Square Mirror Plate glimmers and reflects the  

flowers and foliage in the candlelight.  Both products are currently available in the UK and when combined  

with rich ruby colourings create a feeling of Christmas so substitute creams and yellows to capture  

the tradition of Easter.  

 

Don’t forget to soak the Floral Foam in OASIS® Floralife® flower food to achieve the best results.  Church  

candles are as much a part of Easter as Easter Eggs but always make sure that the candle is positioned  

well away from Flowers, Foliage and any inflammable materials.

SUNDRIES

Lime Green Mirror Cube

Lime Green 35cm Mirrored Plate

Lime Green Pearls on a Reel

Lime Green Round Headed Pearl Pins 

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Red Bullion Hair

Red Bullion Wire 

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE

Amaryllis ‘Red Lion’

Germini ‘Explosiv’

Hypericum ‘Dolly Parton’

Roses ‘Grand Prix’

Selection of Evergreen foliage

Skimmia ‘Rubella’

OASIS® Ideal Floral 

Foam Brick

Pearls on ReelsBullion Wire6mm Round Headed 

Pearl Pins

Bullion Hair



Colours in 
Kunming
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Bullion Wire OASIS® Ideal Floral 

Foam Brick

What about Mother’s Day?
These designs were recently created  

in Kunming and would make any  

mother happy on their special day.
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Kunming is the capital of Yunnan 

province and also the horticultural  

capital of China.

At 1,900 metres above sea-level the climate is perfect for a 

massive flower industry that supplies forty percent of the local 

market along with many international markets.  Traditional 

celebrations like Mother’s Day are a huge export opportunity for 

the city and roads are loaded with flowers in the lead up to the 

export date.

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam is heavily used in arrangements 

and photos on these pages capture the popular technique of 

individually wrapping flowers before inserting them into one 

third of a block of Floral Foam.  Cellophane surrounds the block 

making it watertight and enabling bouquets to be easily  

displayed in businesses.

Bouquets are given a final flourish with non-woven  

Fabric and Bullion Wire in complementary colours. 



Malaysian Mother’s Day
Bring some Malaysian magic to Mother’s Day with this 

exotic design from Eunice Teo Khee Choo AIFD.  

Eunice has participated in events that stretch from Malaysia to the Melbourne International Flower 

& Garden Show.  Her work is so highly regarded that she regularly designs exclusive weddings, or 

organizes floral festivals across Malaysia, and readers may recall an earlier design featured in  

Issue Number 2 of Fresh.

When Eunice is not visiting Europe or other parts of Asia she may be found at Amtrol Flower 

Designing in Selangor, Malaysia.

Step 1. Soak OASIS® NAYLORBASE® Design Ring in water then trim inside edge to provide 

extra space for insertion of the Polyscias and Leather Ferns that will cover the base.

Step 2. Now insert longer stems of Polyscias into the inner edge of the Ring and slightly 

shorter stems of Monstera into the outer to create a teardrop appearance. Clusters 

of local Mini Malaysian Eggplants are then added while two young Coconut Leaves 

are gently bent to form a parallel line that stretches dramatically from the focal 

point. Dendrobium Orchids and sprays of Chrysanthemum provide extra texture.

Step 3. Finally Roses and Cymbidium Orchids are arranged in heights and

quantities that enhance the teardrop shape while water and glass

pebbles have been placed into the centre of the Ring for drama.  

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE

Chrysanthemum

Coconut Leaves 

Cymbidium Orchid 

Leather Fern 

Mini Malaysian Eggplant 

Monstera Deliciosa 

Polyscias 

Rose 

White Dendrobium Orchid

SUNDRIES

OASIS® NAYLORBASE®  

Design Ring 30cm

Editor’s Tip:
Substitute OASIS®  

Diamond Lights  

for the pebbles  

choosing from  

Amber, Blue, Green,  

Pink, Purple, Red  

and White.  

Set them to FLASH  

or SEMI-FLASH  

for maximum effect.
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Dancing with the 
Designz Cup

“I think ‘bling’ is great in floristry as it often catches the 

eye of customers and can hide imperfections in flowers,” 

said Kellie recently.

Contestants danced their way through the Victorian 

leg of the Designz Cup competition in early 

October.  Numbers eclipsed previous years 

and standards were very high with the 

following awards being made:

1st Prize  Kellie Miller, Marjorie Milner College

2nd Prize  SallyAnn Ward, Marjorie Milner College

3rd Prize  Kathryn Amor, Marjorie Milner College 

Kellie Miller is employed by Annflora in Drouin and was 

inspired by the graceful movements of ice skaters. She managed 

to mimic this in a clever design using melted wax and martini 

glasses to simulate the frozen qualities of ice.  Pearls on a Reel traversed from the very top of the 

design to the skates at the base giving a skimming effect while other OASIS® Products provided 

extra dazzle.

Left: This swirling Interpretative Dance 

comes from SallyAnn Ward, Style by 

Nature, Port Melbourne. 

Far Left: Madonna danced her way into 

this design by Kathryn Amor, White’s 

Florist, Ballarat.



European Events  

and Exhibitions

Dancing with the  Designz Cup

“Another thing that inspired me 
was the US television series So 
You Think You Can Dance.  I asked 
myself, ‘So you think you can 
do it?’ Now I know I can - with 

the help of Smithers-Oasis 
Products.”

Western Australia delighted in 

the Designz Cup and Carole 

Kurth again provided essential 

choreography from beginning 

to end.  There was excellent 

encouragement from lecturers in 

Perth with the following results:

1st Prize  Kim Phan, Floral Design School

2nd Prize Kerry Waters, Challenger TAFE  

3rd Prize Dawn French, Challenger TAFE 

Kim Phan works at City Station Flowers and said that 

a couple waltzing on the Hollywood Walk of Fame  

had inspired her. 

“Using OASIS® Rainbow Foam and Diamond Pins I 

created the famous dance floor then combined Wires, 

Abaca Ribbon etc. to sculpt a couple dancing with 

flair and bling.” 

March 26-29, 2009

Spring Garden Fair

Helsinki Fair Centre

FINLAND

April 23-26, 2009

Spring Flower Show

Great Yorkshire Showgrounds

Harrogate

www.flowershow.org.uk

May 19-23, 2009

RHS Chelsea Flower Show

Royal Hospital Chelsea 

London

www.rhs.org.uk

June 10, 2009

Hampton Court Flower Show

Royal Hospital Chelsea 

London

www.rhs.org.uk

Right: Kerry Waters captures 2nd 

Prize with the Cha-Cha-Cha. She 

has draped a skirt of chicken wire 

with Pearls on a Reel beneath a 

bodice of Cymbidium Orchids 

while a halter-neck of twisted 

Wires completes the design.

Kim Phan’s masterpiece scored 

the highest points across all states 

giving her the National Prize of 

$1,000.00.  Congratulations.
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$1,000



Dancing with the  Designz Cup

Alan Randell-Smith 

takes his role 

as judge of the 

Designz Cup 

seriously.

He scrutinises designs 

and provides advice to 

attentive entrants. His 

availability for consultation 

at competitions along 

with attention 

to detail is 

outstanding and 

Smithers-

Oasis 

Australia 

greatly 

appreciates 

his judging 

efforts.

Alan will 

again 

adjudicate 

the Designz 

Cup in 2009. 

Designz Cup 2009

Capture your favourite fairytale  
  in a Dazzling Design.

VIC - to be arranged SA - August 19

NSW - April 18 WA - September 25

QLD - June 14

Once Upon a Time...

Australasian Events 

and Exhibitions

March 11-15,  2009

ELLERSLIE INTERNATIONAL FLOWER 

SHOW

Hagley Park

CHRISTCHURCH     NEW ZEALAND

www.ellerslieflowershow.co.nz

April 1 – 5, 2009

MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL 

FLOWER AND GARDEN SHOW

Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton 

Gardens

www.melbflowershow.com.au

April 10–13, 2009

EASTER

April 18, 2009

DESIGNZ CUP COMPETITION – NSW

SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER SHOW

Homebush Bay, 

Sydney  NSW  

Contact: 02 9704 1449

April 17-19, 2009

THE GARDENING AUSTRALIA 

EXPO - Brisbane

RNA Showgrounds

BOWEN HILL    QLD

www.abcgardeningexpo.com.au/

brisbane09.php

May  10 2009

MOTHER’S DAY

June 14th, 2009

DESIGNZ CUP COMPETITION 

– QLD 

 

September 25, 2009

DESIGNZ CUP COMPETITION 

– WA

PERTH ROYAL SHOW

Claremont Showgrounds

CLAREMONT  WA

www.perthroyalshow.com.au
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Will Morgan has won the Designz Cup  

twice and is still on fire five years later.

Recently he made time for a whirlwind tour of Vietnam on behalf of 

Smithers-Oasis Malaysia where every minute was crammed with 

success.  An assembly-line of classes in Ho Chi Minh City over two 

days tested out Will’s stamina for wedding work and he did a fantastic 

job introducing the dazzling potential of OASIS® Floral Products to 

Vietnamese brides.  Many of his designs featured OASIS® Aluminium 

and Metallic Wires which were a hit when combined with profuse 

amounts of stunning flowers. 

All foliage was supplied by Dalat Hasfarm, distributor of OASIS® Floral 

Products, in the heart of Vietnam.  Since 1994 they’ve been applying 

high production standards to three farms at different altitudes to 

ensure an uninterrupted supply of flowers to both domestic  

and international markets.  Their generosity contributed to  

an unforgettable visit by Will Morgan. 
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with Wire inVietnamWill goes Wild

Bullion Wire

Lady Heart Bouquet

Pearls on Wire

Round Headed Pearl 

Pins

Beads

Filigree Cones

Pearls on Reel
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with Wire inVietnamWild



pillow
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Aluminium Wire Hat Pins

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Brick

Metallic Wire

pillow talk
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PRODUCTS

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Strong Pink Aluminium Wire

Strong Pink Hat Pins

Strong Pink Metallic Wire

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE

Aspidistra Leaves

Coral Fern

China Grass

Eustoma ‘Mariachi Pink’

Freesia ‘Purple Rain’

Germini ‘Kimsey’

Nerine Bowdenii ‘Favoriet’

Zantedeschia ‘Garnet Glow’

Celebrate Mother’s Day with a classy modern design

that radiates elegance.   Serve it with breakfast in 

bed to leave a lasting impression on any mother.

 

This OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam arrangement is the perfect size 

for a bedside table.  Pillows of bright pink Freesia and Germini 

sit on a bed of Aspidistra Leaves and Coral Fern while Pink Callas 

swirl around the lofty stems of Nerines decorated with Hat Pins. 

A frame of Pink Aluminium and Metallic Wire encircles everything

then sneaks its way to the top of the design.  

 

Callas and Coral Fern drift out horizontally giving an unforgettable 

beginning to Mother’s Day.
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Copper Floral Mesh

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam Brick

Test Tubes

Fresh Thinking
Innovative design ideas with customer appeal

Knits are big news in the winter fashion industry this year. Always onto the hottest

trends OASIS® UK Ambassador Helen Jamieson has knitted up a storm with her inventive

arrangement using towering tentacles of woven yarn as a support for chic Gloriosa

and Black Magic Vanda Orchids. Producing ‘gotta have it’ arrangements, gets the

customers talking in Helen’s shop, Flower Design, Newcastle upon Tyne. 

“Influencing the way people think about flowers, changing their perceptions and

encouraging customers to try new designs definitely aids sales”, explains Helen.

Choosing wools for their texture and colour Helen then weaves them onto OASIS®

Floral Products copper floral mesh, which is supported by dogwood to give rigidity.

Huge Alliums makes the bold central statement, Amaranthus drapes from a bed of

Black Baccara Roses and the sensational Vanda Black Magic and vibrant Gloriosa

gives the final flourish to the coolest arrangement spinning out of Helen’s shop.

base
k e e p i n g  c re a t i v i t y  a l i v e

TM

INTRODUCING FOUR BRAND NEW DVDS

•
•
•
•
•
•

INTRODUCING FOUR BRAND NEW 

DVDS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE NOW

Educational DVDs - Inspirational Ideas 

at the click of a button

Learning new tricks and design ideas is 

all very well...except when do you have 

the time to go back to college?

DVDS ARE AVAILABLE FOR  
ONLY AU$50.00 EACH PLUS 

POSTAGE & HANDLING

DVDs are available to pre-order/

purchase now by calling

03 5457 1460

or online

saustralia@smithersoasis.com

Wedding Flowers
Brides WVF01

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding Flowers
Venues WFV02

•
•
•
•
•
•

Decorative Wire
DWV01

•
•
•
•
•
•

Designer Arrangements
FDV01

•
•
•
•
•
•

FLOWERS

Allium ‘Gladiator’

Amaranthus

Cornus ‘Dogwood’

Gloriosa Rothschildian

Rose ‘Black Baccara’

Vanda Orchids ‘Black Magic’

SUNDRIES

Bullion Wire in Black

Copper Floral Mesh

OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam 



RECIPE: Consistent Quality Flowers and Less Flower Waste.

INGREDIENTS: Fresh Flowers, Water, Flower Food, Cleaner/Sanitizer, Measuring Cup, 

Floral Knives and Cutting Tools

RECIPE INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Source the best and freshest flowers possible. 

Know your varieties and which ones perform well.

2. Immediately inspect the flowers upon

receipt for any damage. Look for petal

bruising, bent neck, botrytis, and

other damaging effects. Report any

problems right away to your supplier.

3. If the flowers arrive in a dry pack (in no water or

flower solution), re-cut the stems. Whether the stems are

re-cut in air or clean water, this step is critical to

allow the flowers to be able to drink once placed in

solution. Cutting the stems helps unclog the ends,

which may have healed over and become contaminated

with bacteria. Cutting aids in opening and clearing up the

vessels so the flower can drink. Make sure you use clean

cutting tools when you start in order to reduce the amount of

bacteria which could be transferred from one flower to

another.

4. Remove any foliage from the lower portion of the stems that

will be below the solution level when placed in a vase or

container. This eliminates leaves from turning soft and

creating a bacterial environment in the flower buckets.

5. Nourish your flowers with a fresh flower food solution, such

as OASIS® FLORALIFE ® 200 Clear Vase Solution.

It is extremely important to follow the label recommendation

making sure the correct amount of water is measured and used

with the flower food. Proper dosage is critical to maximizing

flower vase life and customer satisfaction.

6. Keep a sanitized environment in the floral shop. Clean

buckets, tools, and work areas to maximize the

life of each flower.

7. Refrigerate most flowers at a temperature

of 1° - 3° celsius and a relative humidity of

75 - 85 percent. Most tropical flowers should

be stored at 13° - 16° celsius. Proper storage

temperature is vital to longer flower life.

8. Throw away dead and decayed flowers to

prevent further damage.

9. Add a 10g sachet of OASIS® FLORALIFE®

Flower Food with every design or bouquet

leaving your floral shop for greatest flower

freshness and repeat sales.

RECIPE FOR:

Consistent Quality Flowers  

and Less Flower Waste 
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Follow the steps below when using OASIS® FLORALIFE®  

Flower Food for optimum results.
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Product Finder
ALUMINIUM WIRE

Product Details

Article Number: 9462 Silver

Article Number: 94621 Gold

Article Number: 94622 Copper

Article Number: 94623 Lilac

Article Number: 94624 Strong Pink

Article Number: 94625 Apple Green

Article Number: 94626 Red

Article Number: 94627 Black

Article Number: 94628 Royal Blue

Article Number: 94645 Lemon Yellow

Article Number: 94646 Saffron Orange

Article Number: 94619 Baby Pink

Article Number: 94644 Brown

Size: 2mm x 100g

Pack quantity: 10 rolls per carton

BINDWIRE

Product Details

Article Number: 7784 Natural

Article Number: 7785 Green

Size: 200m, 0.40 guage

Pack quantity: 1 piece

BOUQUET WRAPS

Product Details

Article Number: 62408 Silk & Pearl White

Article Number: 62409 Silk & Pearl Ivory

Article Number: 62413 Ribbon Weave White

Article Number: 62414 Ribbon Weave Ivory

Size: 12 x 25cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

BULLION WIRE

Product Details

Article Number: 7773 Gold

Article number: 7786 Silver

Article Number: 7788 Copper

Article Number: 7796 Lime Green

Article Number: 7797 Lilac

Article Number: 7798 Pink

Article Number: 77710 Blue

Article Number: 77711 Black

Article Number: 77712 Lemon

Size: 25g

Pack quantity: 30 pieces per carton

DIAMANTE PINS

Product Details

Article Number: 62300 Clear

Size: 8mm head, 4cm pin

Pack quantity: 100 pieces

OASIS® FLORAL ADHESIVE

Product Details

Article Number: 6094

Size: 50ml

Pack quantity: 1 tube

LADY HEART BOUQUET HOLDER

Product Details

Article Number: 7454

Size: 18 x 20cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

OASIS® DEKORETTE BRICK

Product Details

Article Number: 3040 Dekorette Brick

Size: 23 x 11 x 8cm

Pack quantity: 1

Foam: OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

Article Number: 3290 Dekorette Brick 

Double

Size: 46 x 11 x 8cm

Pack quantity: 1

Foam: OASIS® Ideal Floral Foam

OASIS® IDEAL FLORAL FOAM NETTED 

GARLAND

Product Details

Article Number: 3071

Total length: 10m

Cylinder length: 13cm x 5cm

Cylinder count: 12 

Pack quantity: 1 per carton

OASIS® IDEAL FLORAL FOAM NETTED 

SPHERE

Product Details

Article Number: 1019

Size: 8cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

Article Number: 1012N

Size: 12cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

Article Number: 1015N

Size: 15cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

Article Number: 1018N

Size: 18cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

Article Number: 1022N

Size: 22cm

Pack quantity: 1 piece

OASIS® NETTED CONE

Product Details

Article Number: 8824N

Size: 24cm

Pack quantity:  

1 per carton

Article Number: 8832N

Size: 32cm

Pack quantity:  

1 per carton

OASIS® IDEAL FLORAL FOAM BRICK

Product Details

Article Number: 48 

Article Number: 60

Size: 23 x 11 x 8cm

Pack quantity: 20, 48 and 60 bricks

OASIS® NAYLORBASE® MINI FULL  

HEART

Product Details

Article Number: 3094

Size: 4cm x 12cm

Pack quantity: 1 per carton

PEARL WRISTLET

Product Details

Article Number: 62400 White

Article Number: 62401 Black

Article Number: 62402 Ivory

Article Number: 62403 White

Article Number: 62404 Black

Article Number: 62405 Ivory

Pack quantity: 24 pieces

PEARLS ON REEL

Product Details

Article Number: 62326 Lilac

Article Number: 62327 Gold

Article Number: 62328 Mint

Article Number: 62329 Pink

Article Number: 62324 White

Article Number: 62325 Ivory

Article Number: 62320 Silver

Article Number: 62321 Apple Green

Article Number: 62322 Red

Article Number: 62323 Purple

Article Number: 62337 Black

Article Number: 62338 Strong Pink

Size: 8m

Pack quantity: 1 piece

ROCK CANDY BRACELET

Product Details

Article Number: 62415 Dazzle

Article Number 62429 – Black

Size: 1.5cm width, elasticated

Pack quantity: 1 piece

SUBMERSIBLE DIAMOND LIGHTS

Product Details

Article Number: 61700 Red

Article Number: 61701 White

Article Number: 61702 Blue

Article Number: 61703 Green

Article Number: 61704 Amber

Article Number: 61705 Purple

Article Number: 61706 Pink

Size: 3.5 x 2.8mm

Pack quantity: 10



NEWPRODUCT

M
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FloralFoam

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE

Assorted foliage

Eryngium ‘Orion’

Roses ‘Avalanche’

Steel Grass

Zantedeschia ‘Crystal Blush’

SUNDRIES

Blue Submersible  

Diamond Lights

Diamante Pins

OASIS® NAYLORBASE®  

12” Posy Pad

Step 1. Soak an OASIS® 

NAYLORBASE® Posy Pad then 

make a collar of foliage around 

the edge of the base using  

sharp, diagonal cuts to ensure 

that stems remain in place.

Step 2. Scatter decorative Balls at 

intervals before firmly inserting Calla 

Lily Stems that are gently looped 

around the base then secured with 

Diamante Pins.

Step 3. Place the Rose filled bowl in 

the centre of the Posy Pad then add 

Submersible Diamond Lights.  Select a 

setting from the options of Flash,  

Semi-Flash or a Constant Glow for 

maximum effect.

OASIS® 

NAYLORBASE® Posy 

Pad

Submersible Diamond 

Lights

Diamante Pins

Submers
ible

ˆ

ˆ
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This dazzling arrangement captures the  

sparkle of any special occasion perfectly and 

the fully Submersible Diamond Lights  

are available in seven  

pulsating colours.





   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  



   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  



   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  



   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  



   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  



   

   

 
    

        


 




  

  


  

   
        


 

  
  



   
   




 
 







  

  


